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likelihood estimation of conditional
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for dichotomous

events. when uing

panel

for individual characteristics.

The modeling and estimation of the probability of joint dichotomous
events is an established topic
in the economics literature [see, for instance, Amemiya (1981) and Poirier (1980)]. In other disciplinary areas such as marketing, management
science and demography.
however. conditional
rather
than joint probabilities
are typically estimated [see. for instance. Massey, Montgomery
and Morrison
(1970). Keyfitz (1968) Nakamura
(1973) and Nakamura
and Nakamura
(1977.1978)]. The conditional probabilities
which often represent
transition
probabilities
are usually estimated
without
controlling
for heterogeneity
due to observable variables and without attention
to possible biases
resulting from sample selection. For instance, in discussing a transition
matrix for the selection of
brand 1 in period t depending on whether or not brand 1 was selected in t - 1, Massey. Montgomery
and Morrison (1970, p. 84) write: ‘It is obvious that the transition
matrix can tell us only the
combined effect of both heterogeneity
of the population
crtzd the effect of the past purchase.’
In certain modeling and forecasting problems in economics. conditional
rather than joint probahilities are also required. In a microsimulation
model of the household sector. the characteristics
of the
individuals in an initial population are updated on a year-by-year basis [see. for instance. Orcutt et al.
(1961). Yett et al. (1975) Orcutt, Caldwell and Wertheimer (1976). and Nakamura
and Nakamura
(1978)]. It has been established
that the work/non-work
decision of an individual
in year t - 1
embeds information
about persistent unobservables
that have important
impacts on the individual’s
probability
of work in year t [see Nakamura
and Nakamura
(1985.n.d.)].
Thus the required
probability
of work in a microsimulation
model is the conditional
probability
of work in year t given
the observed (or simulated) work status of the individual in year t - 1. The purpose of this note is to
show that, building on the literature on the estimation of joint probabilities
for dichotomous
events,
conditional
probabilities
for events of this sort can easily be estimated controlling
for heterogeneity
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due to observable factors and potential selection bias problems.
Suppose each individual
is faced with choosing between A and B in both period 1 and period 2.
The conditional
probabilities
of interest are P( A2 1A, ). P( A, 1B,), P( B, 1A,) and P( B, 1B,). where
P( A, 1A,). for example. stands for the conditional
probability
of choosing alternative
A in period 2
gi\,en that alternative
A was chosen in period 1. Suppose also that the values of these conditional
probabilities
differ systematically
from individual
to individual
due to the impacts of observable
indi\sidual characteristics.
If A stands for work and B for non-work, for instance, the values of the
relevant conditional
probabilities
might be expected to differ systematically
for women depending
on
factors such as age, education and child status.
Adopting a stochastic utility approach. suppose that. say. alternatives
A, and A, will be chosen
consecutively
in periods 1 and 2 by the ,jth individual if
L;(A,)-b;(B,)=X,,/3+u,,>O

and

L~;(A,)-U,(B1)=X,,~+u,,>~,

(110)

Lvhere, for example. U,( A, ) designates the utility for individual
,j of choosing alternative A in period
1. A’, , ia the vector of characteristics
of individual
,i (such as age. education, wealth. etc.) prevailing
residual
in period 1. ,8 is the vector of parameters. and II,, and ul, are jointly normally distributed
errors with mean vector 0 and covariance matrix

Note that in this model. the elements of the parameter vector (p’, u, ,. u,,. a,?) are specified only up
to some arbitrary scalar. One can therefore set a priori u,, = 1. C7early.m the majority of cases. one
would expect to have u,’ > 0. In many cases. it would also be reasonable to assume u7’ = u,,.
Any conditional
probability
can be expressed in terms of joint and marginal probabilities.
Thus
from (1) and (2). we can express the conditional
probabilities
of interest for individual
,;. such as
$ ( A 1 / A, ). as follows:

“,(A,lA,)=P,(&

,jj_xv
,/h,.
r,l,)du,,d~~,,~j:,,,~I(U,,)d~,,.
A,)/“,(A,)=j;,
’I
/

(3)

bvhcrc ,/( ~1,~. ll>, ) is the joint normal density function of u,, and cd?, mentioned above and J’( u,, ) is
the corresponding
marginal normal density of u,, with mean zero and variance u, ,. Similarly. we
lM\~C

P,(BJB,)=P,(B,.

B,)/P,(B,)=j

~l”j~““~~(r,,,.il,,)du,,dul,:j~:”’lf(u,,)d~,,.
%
-x

(6)

If a random crosx-sectional
sample of data for N individuals
were available for either period 1 or
7 we could obtain maximum likelihood (ML) estimates of /3/u,, or of /3/u,? respectively.
using
_.
standard probit analysis. This would allow us to calculate estimates for P,( A, ). P,( B, ), P,( Al) and

P,( B2). but not for the conditional
probabilities
of interest. Notice also that assuming CJ?~= u,,. me
cannot obtain ML estimates of p/u,, , using pooled data with a standard probit routine. even if data
are available for both periods 1 and 2. because of the autocorrelation
of the residual errors.
We might think of obtaining estimates of P,( A2 1A, ) and P,( B, 1A, ) using data for period 2 for the
censored sample of those who chose A in period 1. Likewise we might think of obtaining estimates of
P,( A2 1B,) and P,( B, 1B,) using data for period 2 for the censored sample of those who chose B in
period 1. The residual errors obey truncated normal distributions
in these censored samples. however.
Thus standard probit analysis cannot be applied.
However, if we have data over periods 1 and 2 for a random sample of Y individuals.
ML
estimates of these probabilities
can be calculated from ML estimates of the unknown elements of ,B
and 2’. Such parameter estimates can be obtained by maximizin, 0 the likelihood function.
L=

n P,(&A,)
/ES,

n P,(A,.
/ES*

B,) n P,(&.
/ES;

A,) n P,(B1.
, t v,

(7)

B,).

where S, stands for the subset of individuals who chose alternative A in period 2 and alternative .‘I in
period 1 and where S,, S, and S4 are also defined appropriately.
Bivariate normal integrals can be computed
efficiently
using Divgi’s (1979) algorithm.
The
likelihood function can be maximized using the Fletcher-Powell
(1963) algorithm. This algorithm
requires the computation
of the first derivatives of L with respect to 8. where H = (j3’. uJ7, CT,?)‘.An
estimate of the asymptotic covariance matrix (?) of the parameter estimates 8, can be obtained by
using the approach suggested by Berndt et al. (1974).
The conditional
probabilities
expressed in eqs. (3)-(6) can then be estimated by replacing the
unknown elements of 0 by those of 8: and the asymptotic covariance matrix of these probahilit\
estimates can be obtained, for given values of X,, and X, ,. by using the Goldberger-NagarOdeh
(I 961) formula,
t=

{[ap,/ae]~~[ap,/ae]},_,.

where q is the covariance
@,,‘a6 = [ dP,( A2 I A,)/W,

estimate

in question,

aP, ( Al I B, )/%I,

(8)

and
aP,( B, 1A, )/%I.

aP, ( B2 / B,

)/M] .

The above approach can be extended readily to the estimation of conditional
probabilities
than transition probabilities.
For example. one could consider the probability
that

(9)
other

~ a women who worked (or did not work) last year will have (or will not have) a baby this year.
~ a women who was.(or was not) divorced last year will (or will not) work this vear. and
~ a person who did (or did not) buy a ticket for the football season last summer will (or will not) bur
a season ticket for the opera this fall.
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